
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business intelligence architect. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business intelligence architect

Provides technical training to external team members to encourage cross-
department connections including the development and maintenance of
standard operating procedures
Experience with ERP integration
Knowledge of Oracle's prebuilt BI Applications (OBIA) for E-Business Suite,
Siebel, OTM or PeopleSoft is highly desirable
Experience with the different configuration options that exist for failover,
load balancing, caching, security, with respect to OBIEE
Experience with customizing the functional setups of OBIA & ETL Mappings
(Pre-Packaged Analytics) for modules like Financial, SCM, and HRMS
SME in Industry leading ETL/Data Integration tools
Well versed with Linux (or other flavors of Unix) operating system and should
be comfortable in writing shell script
Perform Project Design Authority (PDA) role of applicable systems
Responsible for project phasing and reviewing key technical and project
artifacts throughout project lifecycle, including requirements, interfaces,
design reviews, integration plans, test plans and deployment strategies
Leads technical direction and support to implementation teams in developing
these artifacts as necessary

Example of Business Intelligence Architect Job
Description
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Demonstrated success in building a technical BI vision, strategy and
executable roadmap based on strategic company business direction
Enterprise architecture principles with clear articulation of benefits, costs and
risk
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, Business, or
other relevant subject area preferred
10 years of progressive experience delivering business intelligence solutions
preferred
Deep knowledge and hands on creation of key artifacts including uses cases,
user stories, user acceptance criteria, functional and technical specifications,
configuration stories or specifications
3 years experience with large databases such as Oracle or Teradata preferred
Experience with SAP Business Objects & BW is preferred


